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Information about testing process

Название теста: CaseSales (English)
Дата тестирования: 09.07.2014 (Ср), 17:36:08 (+0400)
Продолжительность: 00:48:30
Номер протокола: 00563044

Information about respondent

Имя респондента: Ильина Елена Александровна
Пол респондента: женский
Возраст респондента: 27
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VISUAL DIAGNOSTICS

Interpretations of CaseSales Test

POTENTIAL
This indicator reflects the overall success in solving cases of the test and can be regarded as an independent factor that indicates the
development of potential sales.
EFFICIENCY IN SALES (-)You have shown a decreased efficiency of behaviour in situations regarding sales process. You often find
solutions that prevent achievement an acceptable outcome in the given situation. Analyse the results for the other test scales to determine
the cause of reducing the predicted efficiency.
STYLE
These indexes reflect stylistic behavioural peculiarities in sales and mark out major competences which are important in the sphere of
sales.
RESPONSIBILITY (+)
You have shown an increased level of responsibility in the situations regarding sales process. In general, you have a tendency to be
accurate and careful at work, to verify any information you receive. You are aimed to take a lot of decisions only after having collected
full information about the client and the context of sales. You do not give unreal promises to the client and try to follow sales technology.
ENTERPRISING (+/-)
You have shown an average level of entrepreneurship in situations regarding sales process. In general, you are able to look for the best
options, are result-oriented, but not always you are aimed at finding the most profitable arrangements with the client. It may be difficult
for you to increase the price even if you feel that it is quite possible. Sometimes you should not be afraid to offer clients individual
conditions - your performance may be even higher.
CLIENT-ORIENTED APPROACH (-)
You have shown a decreased level of using client-centred approach in situations regarding sales process. Sometimes you are pretty cold
in dealing with customers, can be not sufficiently attentive to their needs and interests. The motto "the customer is always right" is not
yours. In some situations, you tend to deviate from certain rules of contact with the customer - not to show kindness, courtesy,
friendliness. Your customers may feel that they are not understanded.
INFLUENCE (++)
You have shown a high level of influence in situations regarding sales process. You are willing to communicate with the client, to
convince, to take the initiative in the negotiations. You are aimed to search for the ways to manage the client, tend to try different
approaches to influence him. You can flexibly change tactics in communication with the client how to adapt and dominate.
ASSERTIVENESS (-)
You have shown a decreased level of assertiveness in the situations regarding sales process. In a number of situations you cannot
withstand stressful rhythm of work, multi-tasking and external pressure, which are typical for sales. Regarding case situations you have
not demonstrated self-confidence, assurance and ability to keep calm, dealing with «hard clients». You do not show positive mood all the
time and are not used to reaching the final point and overcoming possible problems.
VISUAL DIAGNOSTICS (+)
You have shown an increased level of competence in visual diagnostics and of ability to forecast personal qualities of people by their
photos. You identify major personal qualities of strangers quite accurately and objectively using their appearance as an orientation. It is
extremely important to find the right approach to a person in sales (especially in active type of sales, where you should get in touch with
the client by yourself, deal with objections, display initiative in communication). Rather often it depends on how you manage to
understand peculiarities and character of your client.
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Recommendations about types and forms of sales

Notes:
These recommendations reflect the prediction of effectiveness in diverse types and forms of sales, depending on the results of the test. The forecast could be of 2
types:
- favourable (indicates potential effectiveness)
- unfavourable (effectiveness is not predicted)

Types of sales are as follows:
B2B: sales to legal entity (companies).
B2C: sales to individuals.
Mixed form: both of them.
Forms of sales are as follows:
Active sales: sales that require dynamic and independent search of clients.
Passive sales: sales that are mainly related to serving the clients following the scenario.
Mixed form: both of them.

Type of sales
B2B: unfavourable forecast (low potential to succeed in the indicated type of sales)
B2C: unfavourable forecast (low potential to succeed in the indicated type of sales)
Mixed type: unfavourable forecast (low potential to succeed in the indicated type of sales)
Forms of sales
Active sales: unfavourable prognosis (low potential to succeed in the indicated form of sales)
Passive sales: unfavourable prognosis (low potential to succeed in the indicated form of sales)
Mixed form: unfavourable prognosis (low potential to succeed in the indicated form of sales)
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